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The idea of using indoor WLAN Access Points from vehicles has been explored in 

various previous works. Since WLANs are not inherently designed to support high mo-
bility applications, they introduce frequent disruptions in the network services when used 
in vehicular environments. The objective of this paper is to investigate whether the ve-
hicular traffic patterns affect this undesired disruption in WLAN-based vehicular com-
munication. Stochastic models are first developed to describe connectivity conditions in 
normal and dense traffic conditions based on experimental data. Hidden Markov model 
techniques measure the variations in estimated disruption with changing traffic condi-
tions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANs (WLANs) are extremely popular for providing wire-
less broadband services to the domestic and commercial users. Any 802.11 node willing 
to transmit in an infrastructure network sends its data to a central base station called the 
Access Point (AP), which in turn conveys the same to the receiving node. While WLAN 
APs are inherently designed to provide network services in low mobility indoor envi-
ronments, their application domain is being expanded by exploring their use in chal-
lenged outdoor environments. Presently, the indoor WLAN APs are being examined for 
facilitating communication between the vehicles on roads and highways. Since WLAN 
APs already exist in large numbers along side roads across most of the developed cities 
[1], they can offer cost effective network services in the vehicular setup. Due to its far 
reaching benefits, vehicular communication has now become an interesting area of re-
search and development. 

Road accidents give rise to thousands of fatalities every year across the world. Traf-
fic accidents can become third largest contributor to human adversity according to the 
predictions made by World Health Organization (WHO). Issues like traffic congestion 
affect the quality of life and also incur heavy financial burden. Motivated by the fact that 
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vehicular communication can enable safer roads of passengers and commuters, the pro-
ject entitled, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) was initiated. The project was con-
cerned with reducing the on-road casualties by allowing quick information exchange 
between the vehicles in the event of danger. ITS considers vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) 
communication and roadside-to-vehicle (R2V) communication paradigms in a variety of 
traffic related applications. V2V communication allows direct communication between 
the vehicles without requiring a central base station. On the other hand, in R2V commu-
nication, vehicles communicate with roadside infrastructure such as cellular base stations 
of 802.11 Access Points (AP). A hybrid of V2V and R2V communication is also becom-
ing popular. The so-called V2V2R communication allows a vehicle to directly commu-
nicate with other vehicles within close range, as well as with the roadside communication 
units [2]. 

The use of 802.11 networks in vehicular communications poses significant research 
challenges mainly due to unplanned deployment of APs. Since every AP owner deploys 
802.11 APs for personal use only, the overall deployment of APs is sparse in nature. This 
leads to random distribution of APs across different regions which is unable to provide 
continuous network services to vehicles on the move. Due to the unplanned placement of 
WLAN APs, a vehicle faces periods of connectivity and dis-connectivity as it attempts to 
exploit roadside APs on the move. This frequent loss of connectivity in 802.11-based 
vehicular communication, also shown in Figure 1, is termed as disruption [3, 4]. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Vehicle experiences disrupted network services when it uses indoor 802.11 APs from outdoor 

environments. 

 
It is clear from above discussion that disruption is the irregularity in WLAN-based 

network services primarily due to the unplanned placement of WLAN APs. This paper 
deals with examining whether other factors, in addition to random AP placement, affect 
disruption in vehicular environments. In particular, this paper analyzes the changes in 
disruption in a particular area with changing vehicular traffic patterns. A stochastic mod-
el is developed that represents R2V communications. This model is then used to assess 
the impact of dense and normal traffic patterns on available disruption. 
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1.1. Motivation and Paper Objectives 
 

The impact of vehicle speed on the performance of vehicular communications has 
been explored in various previous works. Mixed feelings with regards to the effect of 
traffic patterns on vehicular communications have been reported in literature. The works 
reported in [5] and [6] suggest that there is an indirect relation between the vehicle speed 
and the data transfer capacity. On the other hand, the observations reported in [7] infer 
that high vehicle speed leads to a greater transfer size. While these works examine the 
changes in parameters like throughput and data transfer capacity with varying vehicular 
speed, this paper reports on the variation in disruption due to changing traffic patterns. 

It might have become obvious that this paper limits itself to analyzing road-
side-to-vehicle communication only. Using V2V paradigm when roadside APs are not 
available is a promising solution that has been addressed in literature before [8]. The 
evaluation of improvements brought by any protocol that uses V2V communication still 
requires an analytical model, which is the main focus of this work. The rest of this paper 
is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some relevant previous works. Section 3 starts 
by expressing dense and normal traffic conditions in terms of a hidden Markov model 
(HMM). The evaluation of HMM parameters requires data, which in this work has been 
collected from the drive tests. Observations on data collection are also covered in Section 
3. After obtaining HMM representations of dense and normal traffic patterns, Section 4 
employs Forward algorithm on the developed models in order to measure disruption in 
two different traffic conditions. This paper is concluded in Section 5 while acknowledg-
ments and references are given at the end. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Disruption in vehicular communications has been addressed in various previous 
works from different perspectives. In addition to the works pertinent to tolerating or re-
ducing disruption, this section also outlines the works done in mathematically modeling 
different types of communication systems. 

ViFi in [9] uses the base station diversity to reduce the impact of disruption in the 
vehicular context. Instead of associating with one base station at a time, ViFi allows a 
mobile node to communicate with a set of base stations. This way, if one base station 
fails to serve the mobile node, other auxiliary stations can offer network services instead. 
Ott et al. in [10] have proposed drive thru architecture to mask the frequent interruptions 
faced by the vehicle from the rest of the network. It proposes to save a vehicle’s session 
in a proxy when the vehicle gets disconnected, and retrieves the same as soon as the 
connectivity is reinstated. Pegasus [11] proposes a similar proxy-based architecture to 
improve WLAN connectivity for vehicular communication. Hassan et al. in [12] have 
addressed disruption in satellite communication services for a train when it passes 
through a tunnel. The role of streaming proxy in pre-fetching data has been mathemati-
cally analyzed. Cabernet Transport Protocol (CTP) has been proposed in [13] as a re-
placement of legacy TCP protocol for increasing throughput of the vehicular mobile 
nodes. Increasing throughput of a vehicle shall allow it to transfer more data during the 
small connectivity periods. In addition to other changes, CTP proposes modifications in 
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the rate adaptation mechanisms. Unlike TCP which does not distinguish between a con-
gestive and non-congestive packet loss, CTP reduces the transmission rate only when a 
non-congestive packet loss is observed. 

Goodman et al. in [14] have used the state transitions of Markov chains to model the 
silent and talking states of a communicating device. The idea is to model a device as 
making transitions to one of the two states, silent and talking, based on user characteris-
tics. Brady’s model [15] is another popular work in communication system modeling, 
which has been modified in [16] for application in wireless local and metropolitan area 
networks. Nicholson and Noble in [17] have developed a mathematical model that can 
predict the future connectivity conditions in a particular area. These forecasts can be used 
by applications to effectively schedule network usage in the rapidly changing environ-
ments. In addition to Markov models, hidden Markov model (HMM) has also been used 
in modeling communication systems. For instance, Shivaraj et al. in [18] have used 
HMM for detecting rogue APs.  

These works, while pertinent to WLANs, vehicular communications and stochastic 
modeling, have not focused on the mathematical evaluation of disruption. This paper, 
therefore, addresses an area that has not been rigorously explored in literature. 

3. HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL TRAINING 

This section first discusses hidden Markov model representation of R2V communi-
cation. The envisaged HMM is trained using the real data collected from the drive tests 
that are also reported in this section. Towards the end of this section, model parameters 
of the envisaged HMM are estimated. This section also discusses the limitations of the 
proposed model. 
 
3.1. Modeling R2V Communication 

 
The motion of a vehicle along its usual commute can be modeled as a hidden Mar-

kov model (HMM) λ = {π, PT, Bj(k)}, as discussed in the following. 
Based on a vehicle's encounters with roadside APs, it can be modeled to stay in one 

of the three states, usable (u), connected (c) and disconnected (d) at all times. In the us-
able state, the vehicle spends enough time within the footprint of the AP to exchange 
useful information. All encounters that last for more than 10 seconds are considered us-
able. This is because the time required in establishing a connection with AP is between 
8-10 seconds. The state of the vehicle in all AP encounters that last for less than 10 sec-
onds is said to be connected. While the vehicle is within the AP footprint in the con-
nected state, it is not able to exchange any meaningful information. Finally, the vehicle is 
said to be in the disconnected state when it is out of the AP footprint. In this manner, the 
802.11-based vehicular communication can be represented as a Markov chain in which 
vehicles make transitions from one state to another based on their encounters with road-
side APs. 

Markov chains are characterized by their transition matrix PT. PT is composed of the 
probability values that correspond to the transitions between different states, such that the 
matrix element pij denotes the probability of transition to state j from i. Thus for the three 
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states (u, c and d), PT has nine matrix elements {puu, puc, pud; pcu, pcc, pcd; pdu, pdc, pdd}. 
The observation matrix Bj(k) in a HMM denotes the probability of being in state j while 
observing symbol k, where k denotes the authentication information of the encountered 
APs. Three observation symbols, open (O), closed (C) and No AP (N) have been used. 
Open (or closed) observation represents a vehicle's encounter with the open (or closed) 
AP, while the No AP observation infers that vehicle is out of APs' coverage area. Like PT, 
Bj(k) also has nine matrix elements {bu(O), bu(C), bu(N); bc(O), bc(C), bc(N); bd(O), 
bd(C),bd(N)}. Finally, the initial state distribution defines state of a vehicle at time t=0. 
Since the vehicle can be in any state at the beginning of the drive, all states have equal 
likelihood in the initial state distribution. Initial state probabilities for usable, connected 
and disconnected states are represented in the vector form as π={πu, πc, πd}. These model 
parameters have been shown in Figure 2 for further clarity. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Diagrammatic representation of selected parameters of the model. 

 
 
3.2. Data Collection and Analysis 
 

A laptop having Intel Centrino Advanced-N 6230 wireless card on Intel Mobile Ex-
press Chipset running Windows 7 (henceforth called a mobile node) was used for data 
collection in the test area. The mobile node was placed inside a public bus and the Wi-Fi 
scanner Vistumbler [19] running on the mobile node collected required information. 
Specifically, the information on roadside APs, their radio types, authentication schemes, 
durations of encounter, etc, were observed and recorded. The automatic DHCP was dis-
abled to avoid any connections with the public APs. The tests were performed in the 
Londonderry city of the UK, from the city center on the Strand road starting close to the 
Magee College of Ulster University.  

Two drive tests were conducted in the test area at two different traffic conditions 
with same starting and ending points. While authors realize that reporting more experi-
ments add to the credibility of conclusions, note that performing drive tests have various 
cost and labor constraints. Secondly, multiple initial tests were conducted prior to the 
tests reported here. The initial tests were meant to provide a rough idea and some base 
line observations to verify consistent trend in the observations. Also note that various 
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previous works have relied on a limited number of tests to reach realistic conclusions. 
For example, the study on variation in throughput due to vehicle speed [6], uses one test 
for each vehicle speed. 

The two tests reported here are classified as normal and dense tests based on the 
congestion faced by the bus. The dense tests are conducted in the early working hours on 
a working day of the week. The normal tests are performed in the second half of the day 
before working hours finish. The mobile node was placed at the same location inside the 
bus in both tests. The bus faced lesser congestion on the roads during the normal test. 
Fewer passengers were waiting to get on or off the bus during this test. In the dense test, 
the roads were comparatively more congested and the bus collected and dropped off 
more passengers on its route. The observations on APs encountered during the drive tests 
are summarized in Table 1. While high number of APs was encountered in both tests, the 
AP population recorded in the dense test is comparatively higher. It is encouraging to 
note that more than 300 APs of 802.11n radio type were encountered during the drive 
tests. The presence of 802.11n APs is conducive in the vehicular context because they 
support high data rates and can enable quick data transfer. Also note that about 50% of 
the APs encountered during both drive tests were open. The rest of the APs employed 
different variations of Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) that are not reported separately. 

 
 

 Normal Dense 

Total 771 858 

802.11g 416 451 

802.11n 311 365 

802.11a/b 44 42 

Open APs 377 417 

 

Table 1: Number of APs encountered during the drive tests. 

 
In addition to reasonable roadside infrastructure support, long encounter durations 

are also desirable for vehicular communication. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the encoun-
ter durations observed during the normal and dense tests respectively. Encounter duration 
refers to the time mobile node spends within the footprint of an AP. Note that Figure 3 
and Figure 4 only show 711 and 785 APs for the normal and dense tests, while Table 1 
reports encountering 771 and 858 APs in these tests. This is because some APs were en-
countered more than once as the bus visited the same road segments twice on the return 
route. The repeated APs have been excluded from the analysis. Also note that Figure 3 
and Figure 4 have two distinct periods where the encounter duration is comparatively 
higher. These periods may be referred to as the regions of high connectivity, which in 
this case have occurred at the beginning and at the end of the trace. The high connectivity 
region starting at the end of Figure 4 starts a little later (approximately after 510th AP hit) 
as compared with the Figure 3, where the same started approximately after 460th AP hit. 
The reason for this delay is that the bus kept a slower speed during the dense test and 
hence reached that particular area a little later in time. The information on the encounter 
times together with the information on authentication schemes followed by the APs is 
used in the following section to compute the model parameters. These models are then 
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used to measure disruption in the normal and the dense patterns. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Observed encounter durations in normal traffic conditions. 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Observed encounter durations in dense traffic conditions.  

 
3.3. Parameter Estimation 
 
The data collected from the drive tests is used in offline training of the HMM. As 

mentioned earlier in Section 1, HMM has three main parameters, namely, transition 
probability PT, observation probability Bj(k), and initial state distribution π. Probability pij 
of PT is calculated as the ratio of transitions made from state i to state j to the total transi-
tions made from state i [20]. The entire transition probability matrix is calculated in this 
manner using the data obtained from the drive tests. 
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Similarly, Bj(k) elements are calculated as ratio of number of k observations from a 
particular state to the total observations made while being in that state. All elements in 
the observation probability matrix are calculated in the manner and have been shown in 
Equation (3) and Equation (4). As mentioned earlier, the initial state distribution π as-
signs equal probability for all states at the beginning of the drive test as given in Equation 
(5). Note that πden = πnor. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To this end, HMMs representing dense traffic conditions (λden) and normal traffic 
conditions (λnor) have been developed. Note that Equations (1-5) are the steady state rep-
resentations of the desired models. While the steady state models may be analyzed in 
different ways, we apply the Forward algorithm on λnor and λden in Section 4 to estimate 
disruption in different traffic conditions. 

 
3.4. Model Limitations and Associated Issues 
 
The main limitation of the proposed models is that they are area-specific [21]. The 

model parameters including the state transition probability and the observation probabil-
ity depend on the AP population, their deployment, authentication schemes of the APs, 
etc, that vary from one area to another. Because of this inevitable variation, this model 
cannot be generalized for use in all areas in the present form. However, it must be noted 
that the procedures outlined here for the calculation of λnor and λden are general and ap-
plicable to all geographical areas. 

The models developed in this work are based on the in situ WLAN infrastructure 
that is available in large number. Most of this infrastructure still contains 802.11g APs 
[22]. The city-wide deployment of 802.11p APs to support roadside-to-vehicle commu-
nication has considerable cost constraints. Therefore, given the prevailing on-road net-
work conditions, we base our mathematical formulation on legacy 802.11 networks that 
are available in large numbers across most cities. It is pertinent to mention that the wide-
spread deployment of 802.11p APs may reduce the amount of disruption on roads but 
shall not render this model ineffective. 

4. IMPACT OF TRAFFIC PATTERNS ON DISRUPTION 

Recall from Section 1 that a vehicle faces disruption due to the unplanned deploy-
ment of APs. Due to the non-overlapping footprints of such APs, vehicles face periods of 
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connectivity and disruption. For getting continuous connectivity with minimum disrup-
tion, a vehicle must encounter back-to-back APs on the move. Ideally, the vehicle should 
enter the footprint of a new AP as soon as it disassociates with the current one. If follows 
that, higher the number of consecutive AP hits, smaller the available disruption. There-
fore, any variable that can reflect on the consecutive encounters between a vehicle and 
the AP can be used for evaluating disruption in a certain region. Encounter probability 
EPn is one such parameter that measures disruption in terms of back-to-back AP hits 
faced by the vehicle. Encounter probability (EPx

n) is defined as the probability of en-
countering n consecutive APs in an area x. EPx

5= 75% infers that the probability of en-
countering 5 back-to-back APs in area x is 75%. Therefore, a comparison of EP values of 
two geographical areas can determine which area has highest disruption. Similarly, a 
comparison of EP values corresponding to two different traffic patterns in an area can 
determine which pattern (normal or dense) adds more to disruption. 

For an observation sequence of length t, transition probability matrix PT, the prob-
ability of making transition from state 0 to t is given by: 

 
 
 

Result of Equation (6) is a vector that is normalized with a scaling factor cs as follows: 
 
 

 
The probability of observing a complete observation sequence O1, O2, O3,...,Ot given the 
HMM λ is referred to as the Encounter Probability [4]. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Figure 5: Encounter probabilities calculated for dense and normal traffic conditions. 

 
Based on the definition given in Equation (8), encounter probability for the models 

representing dense and normal traffic patterns λden and λnor in the test area r for n=1 to 5 
have been computed. The obtained results are shown in Figure 5. The differences in the 
values of EPr

n shown in Figure 5 reveal that the traffic patterns do affect the available 
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disruption. Furthermore, a comparatively higher value of EPr
n for λden infers that the 

drives done in the dense patterns shall be inherently less disruptive in comparison with 
the drives done in normal conditions. The primary reason for this difference is that the 
vehicle encounters more APs during the drives done in the dense traffic patterns and 
spends more time within the AP footprint. However, the difference in disruption in the 
normal and dense cases is quite small. Note that for n=1, the difference between encoun-
ter probabilities in normal and dense cases in around 7%. This difference keeps decreas-
ing with increasing values of n. For n=5, this difference drops down to around 1% only. 

The observations reported in this paper also reflect on the usability of already 
available 802.11 infrastructure in the vehicular context. The results given in Figure 5 are 
not very encouraging for 802.11-based vehicular communication in general. Note that the 
probability of consecutively encountering only 3 APs is less than 10% for λnor and λden 
both. As mentioned earlier, this value should be increased for getting close to continuous 
network services. One possible way of increasing encounter probability is through dedi-
cated deployment of APs in areas where EPr

n is considerably low. However, the dedi-
cated deployment of APs has serious cost constraints. This work can help identify the 
areas that require dedicated deployment, in other words, have low EP. Careful planning 
of where to deploy APs can help minimize the installation and labor costs significantly. 

5. CONCLUSION 

IEEE 802.11 WLANs have gained tremendous popularity ever since their introduc-
tion in late 1990s. WLAN APs can now be traced in offices, houses, shops, restaurants, 
airports, etc, in considerable numbers. Due to their massive deployment in both domestic 
and commercial sectors, their use in vehicular communications is under scrutiny. The use 
of 802.11 APs from vehicles is challenging because, first, they are not designed for out-
door high mobility applications, and second, because their services in vehicular envi-
ronments face disruption. Disruption in 802.11-based vehicular communications may be 
affected by various factors. This paper has analyzed the variation in disruption with 
changing traffic patterns. 

Stochastic models for two different traffic patterns (normal and dense) correspond-
ing to the same geographical area have been developed. These models are then used in 
measuring disruption in each traffic pattern in terms of encounter probability. It has been 
found that although the difference in disruption in the dense and normal traffic conditions 
is small, the dense pattern is inherently less disruptive in nature. The primary reason for 
this is that the vehicle encounters more APs in the dense conditions and spends more 
time within AP footprint. While these results may sound intuitive, the main contribution 
of this paper is (a) quantifying the amount of disruption available in dense and normal 
traffic patterns and (b) determining the quantitative representation of difference in dis-
ruption that is available in different traffic patterns. 
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